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Local Band Mixes High Tech .
With Divine Inspiration. See
. story on page 12.
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f holo File
Sophomore Aka Ali, captam or the Nova Umversity
Women's Tennis Team, hopes to lead them to a
winning season. See story on page 14.

·Should Nova's Presidential
Search Committe Conduct An
Internal Search For A
Candidate? See Editorials on
page 2.
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Where Do ·v ou Stand
Politically?

Deans' Luncheon Offer~ Forum For Every Student To
Discuss Concerns About Nova College

NSNS

By Stephanie Castonguay

According to the Times-Mirror Center for the People
and the Press, there are eleven voter groups in the United
States that differ in their values and orientations, their party
affiliation and their degree of political involvement:

Dean DeTurk and Dean Paskus, is off to a rolling start.

The "Deans' Luncheon", held bi-monthly with

The id~ of Nova College's Deans having lunch with ten
students and one faculty member is a big success.
Everyone involved sits down to lunch and
discus.ses matters concerning the college. Ideas
are tossed around, listened to, and acted on if
the idea is a sound and benefits everyone.
One such idea came from Jennifer Merritt.
Jen noticed the construction of the Rosenthal
Building required students to detour around the
building, during the day and night Walking
from class one night she felt there should be
lights on the new path for safety measures. ·
Dean DeTurk and Dean Paskus completely
agreed. Before the luncheon was over, Brad
Williams, Director of Student Life, was talking
with John Santulli, Director of Business Services and Facilities Management, to see if some
lights coulq be put up.
Some other ideas that were mentioned
regarded the curriculum that Nova College
offers. The "eight week class" is supported by
most of the student body. One person thought
some classes should be put back in the sixteen
week format because of the amount of information that had to be taken in.·
Patricia Robinson brought up the subject
of the alcohol policy on campus.. Patricia stated
that, "Srudents of all ages would rather attend
Student Life activities on campus. But if a 22
year old s ~ t feels like having a beer, he or
she has to go off campus to have one, and
maybe miss out on an acti,ity going on that
Continued On Page 7

Already Capturing_More Games
Than They Did One Year Ago,

Core Republicans
Enterprisers are 12% of the adult population. Affluent,
well educated and predominantly male, this classic Republican group is characterized by its pro-business and antigovemment attitudes.
Moralists are 11 % of the adult population. This middleaged and middle class core Republican group is militantly
anti-Communist and restrictive on personal free.doms.

Knights

- - --., -,-.,!;~Basketball
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Middle or the Road Republicans
Bystanders are 12% of the adult population. The
members of this group are young, predominantly white and
poorly educated. They neither participate in politics nor
show any interest in current affairs.
Disaffecteds are 12% of the adult population and feel
alienated. pessimistic and financially pressured. Disaffecteds
are skeptical of big business and the government, but are
~military.
Upbeats are 8% of the adult population. This group is
young, optimistic and firmly believes in America and the
government Though moderate in their political attitudes,
Upbeats were strongly pro-Reagan.

iWmning

Season, The
l' First In Its
i History.
·1

See Story On
Page 14.
holo File

Core Democrats
'60's Democrats are 9% of the adult population and are

Head Basketball Coach Jim Michaels

Continued On Page S

Graphs&Statistics
Nova Law Center Awarded $95,000 To Prevent
Illegal Juvenile Detention and Delinquency ~

Green Behavior
50%

By Aka Ali
Percentage of college students who toke
these forms of environmental action.

40%

Nova University's Shepard Broad Law

Center has gained a $95,982 grant from the
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Source: Planet in Peril: 1989 Notional
Wildlife Federation Survey of 500 Undergraduates
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Notional Student News Service

Governor's Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Stare Advisory Committee and the
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services (HRS) to fund a one year project called
"Jail Removal Initiatives: Legal Interns and
Mediations. "
This project will become a joint initiative
of the Charles and Lucille King Disability Law
Instiblte and the Civil Law Clinics of Nova
University.
The project will establish a juvenile clinic
and help financially suppon the Disability
lnstiblte's Mediation Program.
The project will provide free mooiation
services for children who are at high risk of
entering the juvenile system and for the individuals with whom the children have disputes.
''Our mediation program has received
strong support and positive m;ponsc from HRS.

the State Attorney and the px>ple for whom we
have mediated," said Fran Tetunic, Administrator of the King Disability Law Institute and the
Attorney Su~nising the grant
The program will also divert children from
the juvenile justice system by allov. ing children
. arrested on misdemeanor charge.s to media!e
with their parent or guardian and the alleged
,ictim as an alternari"e to roun inter,entioo.
The Clinic will employ ce.rtified kgal interns with the State Auomey·s Oifice. Pubbc
Defender'sOffice,andthe Depan:memofHRS .
The program is run v.ith the cooperation of
the State Attorney and the De~m of HRS.
with specially trained and su~niSc'd law srudcnts prO\iding the mediation ~'I'\i~·e.s.
The clinic's goal v.ill re to n.-doce the
number of illegal juwnik detentions in the
Broward County Regional Juw:nik I\•-tent:i(n
Center and Bn1w:m1 County Jail.
Cont.inned On Page 7
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Apathy .is the Sign of Our Demise

..

pampering sphere that's about two inches
away from our noses. We don't care to see
We are the most pampered generation beyond it What is the result of this pamin the history of hwnankind. We have pering? Apathy, nationwide apathy.
Not all our representatives try to .
blenders in place of the chum. We can buy
boxes of frozen chemicals at24-hour super- maintain the status quo, however. Exactly
markets, instead of pounding bags of ice, one comes to mind. One senator realized
stacking it between layers of salt and wait that voting or the lack theroof for national
hours and hours for cold soup. Perhaps one leaders probably couldn't be tackled by a
of the most pampering items is television handful of people. Instead, he focused his
(with cable). It allows the peons of the energy on the state of Wisconsin. Senator
plutocracy to feed subliminal messages into Paul Wellstone (D) assembled a think tank,
. our society with little detection. I might add spoke at college campuses, high schools
that we have the most individual freedoms and civic centers. With the help of prethat any American society has ever had. One dominantly college students, he compiled a
of them is the right to vote. It would prob- list of corrupt representatives from the local
ably be useless to get on a you-should-be- to state levels, registered people to vote,
voting soap box because one could argue, door-to-door and literally cleaned out the
who do we have that is qualified to vote for? corrupted incumbents. (By the way, he'll
Nevertheless, our vote is a proxy for our come and tell you how they did it for the cost
of a plane ticket and a meal).
representatives to act on our behalf.
In Egyptian, Greek and Roman sociThough it is unlikely that college-aged
Republicans would be too concerned with eties, little room existed for apathy when
lowering the capital gains tax as they would they were in their respective golden ages.
about who they should sign pledges for. When each society began todecline, national
However, our "Education President" with apathy was pervasive. Yet, like they did, we
the unreadable lips is allowed to slip through, are letting the reigning plutocracy sap us of
having done next to ·nothing to keep that our energy to fight back. We talk about what ·
pledge, let alone any other. And he'll is going wrong-oh we're really pumped
probably win another tenn to continue to lie up to do that But too few are willing to ·
to us. Why? Because the majority of us are mobilize and command our representatives
mainly concerned with maintaining that
By Cleveland Ferguson ID

-

~

IOPINIONI

to take responsibility for their actions and be
true leaders. However, we spend too much
time denigrating the reputations and criticizing those of us who are fighting to maintain the rights to do that This-Nova University-we must stop, because the battle is
being lost particularly. owing to an ultraconservative regime festering in power, but
mainly due to national apathy. Think about
it Does Roe v. Wade have to be overturned?.
When the people were upset with theii~tional leaders, did they not let it be known,
as was in the cases of Johnson, Nixon and
Carter?
You do have a say in how the world
goes around other than complaining about it
behind closed doors. Your say is your vote,
your editorial in your local and/or college .
newspaper(hint-hint). Yoursayisinforming
an organization to represent your constituency and to implement solutions that benefit
you. So, will you continue to let the present
regime lead you into the new world order,
where America will no longer have individual freedom? Will you continue to blame
every economic fallout on Europe and
continue to engage in Japan-bashing? Or
will you give yourself a shot in the arm and
stand up for positive changes in our waning
society? The choice is up to you, and you
don't have much time to decide.

Mail Delivery
By Jeff Tarnowski
Assistant Director,
Residential Life

This letter is intended to answer all your
questions and target all your concerns regarding student mail and its delivery. All
letters and packages addressed to students in
the residence halls are delivered to our office
from the post office. The mail can arrive
anytime between lOam-lpm. Each day,
dependent upon the quantity of mail, the
time the post office drops it off, and the hours
the mail person is in the office, will determine
the time of resident mail delivery. 'The mail
will be delivered daily between 3pm and
6pm.
Thank you for your time. If you have
any questions please contact us at (305)475-7052.
.

T

hank you so much for your continued support of
the EditoriaJ/Opinion pages. I don't have space to
put my page long editorials in anymore! We are .
receiving an abundance of letters and editorials.
Starting next i~ue, we will add a third page to the
opinion section called Commentary. Thu. department
will include editorials not directed to the Editorial staff
of the Knight. All editorials must follow the letters to
the Editor policy located on page 2. Thank you again
for your continued support of the Student
Communications Cent~r: WNKR and The Nova Knight.
See you at the 2nd Annual Nova Knight Awards!
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QUIET STUDY TIME?
elO MINUTES FROM NOVA
eBAIYSIT
SIX YEAR OLD
•
BOY
•HOUSE CLEANING
.AFTERNOO·NS WITH SOME
EARLY EVENINGS
•MUST HAVE A RIDE
• NON-SMOICER
CALL
UL AT
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The Nova Knight Staff
Cleveland Ferguson m. Editor-in-Chief
Adrienne M. Bocchi, Associate/Copy/
Society Editor
Errol L. Bodie, Layout Editor
Dr. Steven E. Alford, Advisor
Jason Domasky, Arts Editor
Jamie Peabody, Nova Life Editor
Nicola Brown, Local News Editor
Owen Huntley. Copy Editor
Jaison LeCount, Photographer

Business Staff
Louis G. Badami, Jr., Bus~ Manager
Elizabeth Frazier. Advisor

Contributing Staff
AkaAli
Jennifer Baldwin
Jessica Cahill
Leah Gioe'
Dixie Goodknight
Bridget lnsinna
Chris Kehl
Rebecca A. Kurek
J.T. Landrum

Jennifer Merritt
Lisa Muellner
Carrie Russian
Greg Stallard
The Nova Knight is a bimonthly ·
publication. All University members m
encouraged to submit ariticles, _editorials, personals, and/or story ideas.
The Nova Knight office is located on the
second floor of the Edwin and Esther
Rosenthal Student Center, Room 206.
The Nova Knight hotline is 452-1425.
The opinions reflected in this publication do not speak for the University
administration, staff or faculty. Every
individual speakes for him/herself. .Tu
Nova Knight is not responsible for the
opinions of persons not associated with
this publication.
The Nova Knight editorial staff reserves
the right to edit or disclude stories,
adverstisements, of bulletis due to space
constraints.
Send letters to:
Letters to the Editor, ' The Nova Knight, RSC-206,
Nova University,
3301 College Avenue,
Ft. Lauderdale, FL, 33314.

~

Letters must be typed and signed. H any
letter is over 300 words, the Knight
reserves the right to edit it Persons who
wish to withhold their name from the
public should accompany this statement
in the letter. The editorial staff will
·· review this request and determine if
printing the author's name will infringe
on their rights to privacy while respecting their right to be heard. H the name
should not be withheld, the Knight
reserves the right not to print the letter.

-
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Should They Have Looked.
Inside Or Out? ? ? Do you think it would have been
better for the Nova University Presidential Search Committee to conduct an internal search for a candidate, thereby
retaining the continuity of the current
administration? Why or why not?

smooth sidewalks for Nova students who
commute to school on those antiquated,
"iron horses." The ''Presidential Search
Committee" is in its collective, right mind in
looking for a president 'out there'."
Jason Domasky,
junior, Nova College

"I don't think it would have been a
good idea.
"I think !:hat the quest for a new presi1) A "university" gets its name from dent should be much like the choosing of the
representing the entire range of human - Pope. It should be internal in the school and
learning and experience. While someone it should be secretive. There is always going
from the inside may have more immediate to be someone who stands out amongst his/
understanding of the university, we. need her colleagues that is going to be good for
someone with outside experience, ideas, the job. Not only will the president know
connections, and goals to reinvigorate the that person, but also their peers will know
institution.
them. Besides, who is to say that there is no
2) Inside people are too likely to be difference of ideas .in the "hierarchy" of
selected on the basis of political alliances Nova? There are always going to be fresh,
and enemies, which makes an objective new and radical ideas in this society just
decision on the most meritorious candidate waiting to be born.
·
unlikely."
Chris Kehl,
freshman, Nova College

Dr. Steven E. Alford,
Liberal Arts

"No, because sometimes in order .to
"I think we were right in embarking on · change with the future demands and form
an outside search. It's crucial that an insti- new goals for the university you must start
tution receive an injection of new blood with new ideas from a different person from
from time to time, otherwise it stagnates. a different administration. Prior to Nova, I
For an institution of higher education, new attended the University of Florida. When
ideas are crucial. An outsider can bring a fonner Unversity President Marshall Criser
new perspective."
retired, the university hired John Lombardi,
Dr. Suzzane Ferriss, a provost at John's Hopkins University. He
Liberal Arts brought in new ideas and. almost singlehandedly changed the schooi's reputation."
Duane Bria,
"Nope. The PQOl of qualified internal
senior, Nova College
candidates would be very, very, very small.
One of the problems I think Nova suffers
from is administration inbreeding, and you
There were 136 applications fowarded
know what that leads to. Remember the to the Search Committee, according to Dr.
banjo boy in Deliverance? All I mean is that Abraham Fischler, President, Nova
I think the University could benefit from an Universtiy. University members were enexperienced administrator from outside, couraged to apply.
someone who could bring a more "objecThe members of the Search Committee
tive" perspective to Nova and who may are: ( Board of Trustee members) David
have some interesting ideas because of that" Rush, Chairman; Ray Ferrera, William
Ben Mulvey, Horvitz, Robert Steele, August Paoli,
Liberal Arts Michael Velschmidt, Jack Labonte, Mary
McCahill, and Harry Gampbell, (From the
"I feel that an outside source of admin- University) Ovid Lewis, Vice President of
istration could bring some fresh, new ideas Academic and Student Services; James
that could better the college experience for Guerdon, Vice President of Administration
everyone."
and Finance; Frank DePiano, Dean of PsyOwen Huntley, chological Studies; Marylin Segal, Dean of
freshman, Nova College Family Center, Richard Goldman, Dean of
thl! Fischler Center for the Advancement of
"A new president from some distant, Education;S tuart Horn, Director of Liberal
bicycle-friendly city like Seattle, Washing- .Arts, Nova College; Valencia Price,Associton, or Dayton, Ohio might spearhead the ate Dean of Admissions, Law School.
worthwhile endeavor of laying down nice,

Study Smart with Cliffs StudyWare

.Superior or
Inferior?:

By Bob Mcintosh

By Yukiko Inoue

College Financial Planning Service

This letter to the editor was submitted by
Yukiko (Yuki for short) lnnu.e; an Intensive
Language student from Japan. She asked her
friend Tatsuro, a Japanese educator, to
compare the American and Japanese
educational systems. Yuki translated the
letter to English. This is what he had to say.

Dear Bob: I'm planning on applying to
graduate school next year, but I don't
know if I can afford it. Where can I look
for financial aid for graduate school?
Thereareseveralplacestolook. Try the
Financial Aid Office at the universities you
are planning to apply to and the Financial
They say American college students
Aid Office at your undergraduate college. __ • study hard and students and a professor have
There are also independent sources of an animated discussion during the class. Is
knowledge such as reference books that you that true? In Japan, to my regret, the classes
can find in your public or school library and are one-sided lectures by teachers as well as
scholarship matching services. These ser- giving priority to learning by rote memory
vices can save you time in your search for over thinking.
financial aid.
.
·
In the international situation, which is
Dear Bob: Where does the money come
increasing in severity, the Japanese have to
from.for College Work Study and how
become able to argue in English with other
much money would I be eligible to
nations credibly. Japanese college students,
· receive from it?
.
however, lack both critical minds and logiThe money for College Work Study cal thinking, and moreover, they do not
(CWS) comes from the federal government. study hard.
You are eligible to receive anywhere from
And yet, Japanese economic power is
$400 to $2,100 each academic year. Since very strong in the world. Why? Probably
the government allocates a limited amount becauseJapanesecompaniesre-educatesuch
of funds for CWS to each school, you must immaturecollegegraduates. Therefore,even
complete your financial aid application be- though Japanese students are not taught
fore the school's published priority filing practical matters in college, they can get
date to be sure of an award.
along.
Dear Bob: Are there differences
IthinkthatAmerica, which is suffering
between deadline dates for federal and
from a twin deficit of public finance and
private scholarships?
trade balance, levels its exasperation against
For federal and state programs, you Japan, which is keeping a large sum of trade
should apply as soon after January 1st as balance in the black.
·
possible, but you must have your financial
I also think that the Americans are
aid application (FAF, FFS, GAPSFAF, etc) discontented with Japan's protectionism so
in by May 1st; and the Student Aid Report their Japan-bashing is strengthening.
This year we enter upon the 50th year of
(SAR) needs to be turned into you college by
your last day of classes or June 30th.
Japan's attack onPearl Harbor. I am afraid
Deadlines for private scholarships vary an anti-Japanese sentiment will become more
throughout the year. Most organiz.ations clamorous. Accordingtorecentnewspapers,
have specific deadlines, often in the spring. thecaseoftheJapanesestudentbeingassailed
Youwouldhavetochecktofindoutwhatthe one time after another. Compared with
specific deadline is for an individual schol- Japan, they say, the public peace in America
arship organi7.ation.
is not good and there is still deep racial
• Readers may send their questions discrimination as well.
to Mr. Mcintosh at 1010 Vermont Ave.,
Under difficult situations like this in
NW 4th Floor, Washington, DC 20005. Japan, Mr. Miyaz.awa replaced Mr. Kaifuas
For a free brochure on the services of- PrimeMinister. HeisagoodEnglishspeaker
fered by College Financial Planning Ser- of established reputation . . I wish him to
vice, call 800-283-8600, ext. 121. This in- express what Japan has to say credibly and
formation is provided as a courtesy by without interpretation. There is a kind of
College Financial Planning Service, a legend that when he was 19, he indicated
scholarship research firm. ·
errors American students used at the Japanese-Amercian student conference. This
May,
he also indicated the interpreter's er: ~=··~;-~~~··:· .·:-:-:... : ··.:··
rors twice when Japanese statesmen had a
~; .
.. -·
talk with the Singaporean ex-Prime Minis::·~::~ .
ter.
Writers, Actors,
In Japan's English education of
Musicians, Cartoday, students are taught an old English.
toonists, Critics,
What is worse is teachers cannot speak
English properly. We cannot expect that
Etc.
English education produces many students
who can make themselves understood in
WANTED
English. But we have to have a good command of English in order to get rid of mis·· Call.Adrienne at 452-1425 or
understandings betweenJapan and America.
.:::,.:--.~.top by R~rm?~~;~·· ·
;•-
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They Should Look Elsewhere
~
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By Joe Cicalese

J;;IJ~~~~~~
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To do your best on your college entrance exam, study smart with
Cliffs StudyWare. This Cliffs Test Preparation Guide with interactive computer software is the most complete study system available.
+ Available for ACT, SAT, GRE, LSAT and GMAT
+ On-screen questions + Mouse compatible/ pull-down menus
+ Fun and easy to use + Color graphics
+ Compatible with VGA, EGA, CGA and Hercules

·(fil3]lj 3/~/ft/arel NOVABOOI(S
--.-- NOVAUNIVERSITY
6508 S.W. 39 SL - Davie, FL 33314

(305) 583-5860

Dear Editor,
I think it would be better to find re-placement for the President of the University from outside the college. For, I see such
a dilemma happening in the work environment. The problem with hiring/replacement
with in-house people leaves itself vulnerable to too much personality <i,Onflicts. For
example, a person from within the ranks of
the domestic staff will have those whom he
or she opposes and favors. This is just a fact
oflife.
Likewise, the replacement will have
those that either oppose him/her or hang
onto his/her coat tails for personal protec. lion. In either instance, the President-cabi-

net relationship, decision making policy enforcing, etc, are going to be clouded, that's
inevitable.
If the candidate is to be brought in from
the outside, then the personality issue would
probably develop later, if at all. Also, the
initial consideration forthecandidate would
be regarded strictly on previous credentials
and achievements. By not having a slightest
personality issue in the decision on a replacementcould be made without hindrance.
Too many times have I seen a workplace fallen apart because the succeeding
manager was prompted from within the
immediate work environment. Almost assuredly, when a candidate is chosen from
within, to run the entire operation; the operation will fail.
-
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It'll never happ(;!n
to
me!
·
But it can and you
need to react fast!

·-

Thal's why vou sl1011ld alwa,·s haw r/1"
ECHO kith vou. h 1s a rm>luuonary high
lech personal alarm. Upon aclivation, it
emits a 110(+/-S) dccible alarm, whic:h
has a dis1inc1 sound pattern. Pull the rip
cord device or depress the "on" switch
-whenever threatened or in distress. da,· or
:ght. lb deactivate the alarm the unii'imist
removed from the pouch, the battery
compartment opened, and the battery ·
· di5'..'0nnccted. This, or course, takes time
and two hands, thus affording a victim the
opportunity to escape. ·

.~.ft:· .
it.
''

~

The ECHO can be attached to a purse.
knapsack or belt. When worn visibly it can
act as a warning to potential assailants. Being extremely flexible, it can be mounted
in your auto. boat, cashiers check..tand or
affixed to a door frame to act as the mo~t
economical and effective burglar alarm
available today.
The ECHO has been present~ to both Crimestoppcrs as well as
a number of police departments, and the response has been extremely fiM>rable. It has been highly recommended for its durabilily and effectiveness as an alarm. not as a weapon which could
be used apinst the victim.

A Piece of Security
One only needs to read the papers or watch the news to see that
crime has increased considerably. Each one of us must take
responsibility to ensure our own personal safety and the safety
of those we care for.
The ECHO Personal Alarm System was designed for that very
reason. It is a r,onable ''passive .. defensive de,:ice.

THE ULTIMATE SELF PROTECTION
DEVICE FOR NON-VIOLENT PEOPLE
ECHO features:
1·a .. &.. t t Jx. ; . . . J

.,...lrJI
'
--

I ~

• ----~Q
,

~

~...

a -

.

~e>

· ; • Ftuoresccn1 carrying pouch with vclcro

suaps
• Durable "LEXAN" plastic case .by OE
• Easily activated by button or rip cord

1•

Patented 110 deciblc alann-2 block notice

• \\aghs only 7 ounces

ALARM SYSTEM

r-------------------------~

I
I

Wards off attackers!
Attracts attention
. in emergenciei!

CALL TODAY TO ORDER••

To order Hnd check or money order lo:
ROZNER ASSOCIATES INC.

-(305)389-8188
·

1304 SW 160 Ave. 1217

Fort Lauderd•le, Fl 33321

I~~

I
I
I
l·
I
I

.-rbc ECHO hu been RCOJDiud .111 police an4
cunpua law cn(orccmen& orrlCUI u • puaiw:
defensive device.

• Hu a profession whida puts lhan II risk of beina victimized by an
assailant.
· ·
·
'
.
,.
• Hu a job which imol¥a isolation such u security penonnel.
• Travels or "parka in remoce areas such u a parking garage.
• Jogs. bikes. walks. cc. .. night.
• Hu health problans and may require usisunce.
• Is a fleet driver who works in dangerous uas..
• Washes to crate a am secure home cavironment and/or wishes to
monitor childrea.
• .. ... emplo;w c:oacaaed with his employees' Slf~.
• Is a 11udcaa and muse be out at nighL
A gift that stands out In the minds of the people who receive them

• unaa.,ua1 de-aClfvauon process
• 1 ~manu~warranf¥

Ec!Ho*

WHO SHOULD OWN THE ECHO?
Anyone who:

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

PRICE:

FLTAX8%
PHONE

_..ti
E1..HO

.

SHIPIHND:

TOTAL:
PERSONAL ALARM. SYSTEM

4.55

~
62 80
•

L - - - - - - - - - - - ... - - - - - - - - ·- - - - ... .I

PEACE CORPS

WORLD WISE PuZZLE

For further information about Peace Corps, write Box 896, Washington DC 20526

INSTRUCTIONS: The Peace Corps has volunteers serving in nearly 90 nations around the
world. By solving this puzzle, you will learn about one of these countries.
Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce
the name of the country darkened on the map at the right. . ·

The breadbasket of the
former Soviet Union

I I I I II I I
1, The larg.est of the former Soviet republics
which borders ths nation to the east.
2. Nation bordering this country to the west
whose leader Ceausescu was executed
after a rebellion in December 1989.
3. Nation on small portion of western
border whose president was a former
playwright.
4. Sea on the southern border of this nation •
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NEWS
Continuing Education offers
"Survival Languages for People
in Busin~ and the
Profe~ions."

Nova University Update

Nova News Service

B. Steve Bias, DirectorofPublic Safety,
was named Man of the Year by the American Society for Industrial Security Region
Nova News Service
xm. Roy Bordes, vice-president of the
The Office of Continuing Education is 24 ,000 member organization, presented the
currently offering "Survival Languages fQr award which honored Bias for his "outPeople in Business and the Professions." standing leadership, enthusiasm, and willThe courses, which stress the fundamentals ingness to go that 'last mile' for the profesof languages in practical and productive sion." Bias is the past chairperson of the
ways,areofferedinSpanish,Arabic,French, Miami Chapter and is currently a member of
Russian, German, Japanese, Italian, and the ASIS National Educational Institutions
Committee.
Haitian-Creole.
CarmenDumas,DirectorofPracticums,
The Shepard Broad Law Center, along
with Florida's other five law schools, have GEM Program, was named Honorary
each been awarded a $1,000 grant by the Chairperson of the Dade-Kingston Branch
Attorneys' Title Insurance Fund. The grants of the Sister Cities International Education
are to support the teaching of real property Committee of Metro-Dade. The commitlawortoassistin faculty-studentresearch in tee, which engages in cooperative support
projects, is currently assisting the Belview
the real property field.
The School of Psychology's Alumni Mental Hospital of Kingston, Jamaica, with
Association's Fine Art Auction, held at the care packages and providing for the special
·Broward Center for the Performing Arts needs of children at the Hope Elementary
was a big success. The preview of art and School in Kingston: She is supported in this
the auction that followed added to an exciting project by the Fischler Center for the Adevening, proceeds from which will benefit vancement of Education. Dumas recently
the Center for Psychological Studies Men- presented a lecture "Cultural Understandtal Health Center. Approximately $5,000 ing and Dialect Jamaican Perspective," as
part of the Africa in the Americas Exhibit
went to the center.
The Fischler Center for the Advance- Series sponsored by the Broward County
ment of Education's Speech and Language Libraries.
Judy Heidrich, from the Law Center
Program offers accent-reduction programs
for foreign language speakers who know Civil Clinic, race-walked the New York
English but want to improve their pronun- City Marathon in five hours and 35 minutes,
ciation. For information, call Elisa Serio at ranking number 17 out of 5,204 in the
female race-walkers' division. Among a
.
475-7076.
From the University School, 85 fifth- total of 25,797 competitors, she finished
graders explored the Galapagos Islands as 4,595th, covering a distance of 26.6 miles.
Ron Hirst, GEM Program Professor,
participants in the Jason Project at Harbor
Branch Oceanographic Institution, Fort made a presentation on the educational
Pierce. "Jason" is a remotely operated vehicle that uses a two-way audio line and
large screens to allow participants to view
explorations live. The students have studied
the Galapagos Islands Studies curriculum.
As part of Nova's environmental effort,
the Office of Publication is testing recycled
papers to be used for the University's letterhead. The quality and appearance will be
comparable to the paper now being used.
The Computer Center sponsored an
exhibit and information sessions on Zenith
data systems. Seminars on new products
and Toolbook, an authoring tool for developing instructional materials, were held at
Westport, and overview of Windows 3.0,
DOS 5.0, and Toolbook was offered at the News Release
Microcomputer Lab.
The Munich Chamber Orchestra performed in the Amaturo Theater at the
Broward Center for the Performing Arts on
February 14, 1992.
The Orchestra, founded by Christoph
Stepp in 1950 and led by Artistic Director/
Conductor Hans Stadlimair, includes an
eclectic mix of rarely performed music, and
contemporary works written for the orchesBy Nicola Brown
tra as well as great classics..An integral part
On February 20, 1992, the Non-profit of the Orchestra's work is its recordings for
Management Institute of Nova University Bavarian Radio.
Italian flutist Andrea Griminelli perconducted a three hour seminar designed
primarily for non-profit staff, board mem- · formed with the Orchestra. Prior to this
bers, and volunteers at the Mailman/Holly- performance, Griminelli collaborated with
wood Building.
George Petre, Carlo Maria Giulini, Zubin
The theme for the seminar was: "Public Mehta and Jean-Pierre Rampal.
Relations: Putting the M'edia to Work for
Together, he and the Orchestra perYou."
formed: Divertimento in F Major, K. 138,
It covered issues such as internal and Allegro, Andandte and Presto by Mozart,
crisiscommunicationsand basic media how Five Deutsche (German Dances) and Seven
to's including press conferences and writ- Trios with Coda, D. 90 by Franz Schubert,
ing press releases.
Adagio and Fugue in G minor by Franz
1be seminar director was Ken Wolk, a Richter and Flute Concerto in G Major, Op.
senior occountant supervisor with Hill and · 29, Allegro, Andante non troppo moderato
Knowlton Company.
and Rondo- Allegro by Carl Stamitz.

Munich Chamber
Orchestra Comes to
The Broward Center
for the Performing
Arts

Public Relations
Seminar for Non
Profit Organizations
Offered
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leadership program to future administrators
of Pinellas County. The participants were
members of the Administrative Initiatives
and Methodology Program, whose mission
is the targeting and development of the most
promising teachers for administrative positions ~n the county. Also, Hirst has been
chosen as the science consultant on Title II
grants for Broward County schools.
.Tammy Jones, Director of Residential
Life, recently attended the Florida Housing
Officers conference, where she was elected
Florida State Representative for the Southeastern Association of Housing Officers,
1992-93. ShecurrentlyservesastheFlorida
State Editor of the SEAHO REPORT, a
quarterly regional-housing publication.
Sidi Lakhdar, GEM Program Professor, has been appointed by Betty Castor,
Florida CommissionerofEducation, to serve
on the State Advisory Committee as a representative for exceptional education. In
this position, Lakhdar will represent all private, postsecondary institutions in Florida.
David Millman, director of the Institute for Retired Professionals, was inducted
into the New York University Club Sports
Hall of Fame. A 1948 graduate of NYU,
Millman excelled in football and track.
Dennis Murphy, GEM program professor, had his review of the book "Change
of Representation and Inductive Bias" published recently in the Association of Computing Machinery's Special Interest Group
on Artificial Intelligence (SIGARl) Bulletin. He will review a second book, "Computational Models of Scientific Discovery
and Theory Formation", for the same publication. Murphy has been appoin~ a
member of the Broward County Magnet
Schools Science/Pre-Engineering Advisor

Committee.
Harriet Pastor, Associate Director of
Libraries, and Lia Hemphill, Acquisitions
and Serials Librarian, coauthored a chapter
in Academic Libraries in Urban and Metropolitan Areas: A Management Handbook,
published by Greenwood Press. The title of
the chapter is "Ace:ulturation of the Intemational Student Employee in Urban University Libraries."
Johann Peck, GEM Program Director,
was a presenter at the annual conference of
the National Association for the Education
of Young Children in Denver. Her workshop, "Ways to Document Children's
Progress Without Using Tests and
Worksheets," dealt with non-traditional
student assessment techniques.
Norman Powell, Director of the
Master's Programs in Child Care, Youth
Care, and Family Support, was awarded
The Golden Eagle by CINE, the prestigious
Council on International Nontheatrical
Events. He was executive producer of the
motion picture, "Walking Through the
Storm," selectedfor"itsexcellence to represent the United States of America in international motion picture events abroad."
Wilma Robbles-Martinez, GEM Program Professor, has written a social studies
book, Aventura de Nuestra Historia, which
has been adopted as the textbook for third
graders in Puerto Rico. Also, she was the
second Nova presenter at the Africa in the
Americas Exhibit Series. Her topic was
"Childrer in Multicultural Societies." As a
result of this presentation, Robles-Martinez
has been invited to participate in the International Ambassadors of Miami project, a part
of"MiamiExpo '92: Unity in the Americas."

StudentDiscountsAvailableAtRemainingPerfonnances
at Broward Centerforthe PerformingArts
By Aka Ali

see

Did you ever want to
"lso and the
Bobs" or the International Turkish Dance
Company but the tickets were $70 or more?
Well now you can see them and more,
at the Broward Center for Performing Arts
QeCause students are eligible for a 50%
discount on tickets. This discount applies to
students only.
The Center, located at 201 SW 5th
Ave., Fort Lauderdale, has housed a variety

shows and celebrities such as: Dionne
Warwick, Patti Labelle, and -the Munich
Orchestra.
Some futures shows that are discounted
are: Sweet Honey in the Rock (rock/blues/
gospeVjazz troupe) 2/15, Branford Marsalis
Gazz saxophonist) 2/21, Marving Hamlisch
(composer and musician) 2/22, and the BBC
Big Band with George Shearing 3/27.
For more information call the Center
Box Office at (305)-462-0222.

Where DoYou Stand Politicall~?
Continued from Page l

well-educated, female-dominated group
that believes in social justice. These
mainstream Democrats are highly
tolerant of views and lifestyles they do
not share.
New Dealers are 7% of the adult population. Older, blue-collar and religious, these
traditional Democrats are intolerant of some
social issues and tend to be hawkish on
defense.
God & Country Democrats are 8% of
the adult population. These Democrats are
highly concentrated in the South, have a
strong belief in America and are highly
religious.
Partisan Poor are 10% of the adult
population. This group, with a relatively

high proportion of African-Americans, is
poorly educated, has .a low income and
supports all forms of social spending, but
can be conservative on some issues.

Middle of the Road Democrats
Seculars are 7% of the adult population.
Seculars are strongly committed to personal
freedom and are dovish on defense issues.
Their political activism is low considering
their education and political sophistication.
Followers are 5% of the adult population and are made up of the young, poorly
educated, and African-Americans. This
group has no interest in politics and is highly
unpredictable.
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NEWS----

Turkish Dance Company Brings its Folklore to
Accent Reduction the Broward Center for the Performing Arts

OSAP Announces Con~ Program To Be Offered
For College Students
Nova News Release
News Release
OSAP

TheFedernlOfficeforSubstanceAbuse
Prevention (OSAP) announces a contest for
college students (including graduate stu-

dents) or student organiz.ations to create and
submitalcohol prevention materials for cash

pm.es.

Thecontestoffers students theopportunity to have their work published and disbl"buted nationwide, to win significant cash
pmesandtodevelop materials that will help

Page7
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The Speech and Language Program at
NovaUniversityisofferingasix-week"Accent Reduction Program," for foreign
speakers who know English, but want to
improve their pronunciation.
"Accent Reduction-Beginners" will
meetonWednesdaysfromMarch4-April8, .
· 1992, 7pm-9pm,attheMailman-Hollywood
Building, Room 212.
Thecostis$175. Formoreinformation
call Elisa Serio at (305)-475-7076.

others.

Entries will be judged for their creativity.originality,accuracy ofinformation, wit,
impact, m~ge retention, and overall ef-

fectiveness.
Awards will be made for:
..Special Issue"
campus newspaper or magazine
on alcohol problems
Fust Prize = $1,500
Second Prize = $900
Third Prize =$600
Alcohol information and prevention
booklet or handbook
Fust Prize = $1 ,500
Second Prize = $900
Third Prize= $600
· Alc:ohol prevention poster
Fust Prize =$500
9 Runnecs-op =$300 each
· Winning entries will be published and
· distn"buted nationally by OSAP and the
National Clearing House for Alcohol and
Drug lnfonnation (NCADI).
Each enlry must be accompanied by a
coversheet, including the name and address
of .the college; name(s), address(es), and
telephone number(s) of the student(s) or
student organiz.ation; name of responsible
student (f<X" the organiz.ation); and a signed
statementpennittinglarge-scalepublication
byOSAP.
Entriesmustbereceived by June 1,1992.
Awards will be made in the Fall term of the
1992-93 academic year.
1bere are no limits on the number of
entries which
be submitted by a student,
organi7.ation or college.
Send all entries to:
OSAP College Contest
11426 Rockville Pike, Suite 100
Rockville. MD 20852
Forfurtherinfonnation students should
call 1-800-487-1447.

can

Deans' Luncheon

* Readers may send their questions to
Mr. Mcintosh at 1010

Second Annual Major
Lauderdale Memorial
Historic Tours
By Aka Ali

There are few ways to spend a romantic
afternoon and enjoy Florida's heritage for
under $50.00.
The FortLauderdale Historical Society
and Sailboat Bend Civic Association would
like to change all that by offering inexpensive programs to the public.
On Sunday, March 8, 1lam-4pm, the
Historic Society and Civic Association will
sponsor a walking tour of historic sites of the
New River Settlement, the Cooley Massacre and the first Fort Lauderdale of March 6,
1838 in Sailboat Bend at The Esplanade at
SW 2nd St. and 5th Ave. near the Performing Arts Center in downtown Fort Lauderdale.
The cost of.the event is $5 .00 for adults,
$3.00 forclilldren aged6 to 12 for each tour.
Adult price includes one raffle ticket
for a surprise prize.
For more information, please call Tour
Coordinator Steve Winship at {305)-4621223.

Law School Award
Continued From Page 1

''Wewillnowbeabletoprovideservices
to an additional 300 juveniles to enable
them to make important decisions and accept
responsibility for their choices," said Tetunic.
A previous grant for the same amount
awarded last FebJ"W\l'Y got this effort off of
the ground.

performed at weddings and on special occasions.
The Halay, Bar, Horon, Zeybek,
The Horon featured symbols of waves
Karsilama and Dance with Spoons are the and fish which characterizes the livelihood
dances. The Zuma, Kaval, Davul, Tef, of the Black Sea Region.
· Darbuka,andKemencearetheinstruments. · The Zeybek dance is performed by
Throughthedancesandtheinstruments, either men alone, or women alone. In this
the Istanbul Turkish Folklore Dance Co. case, they conducted both variations. The
broughtthefolkloreofTurkeytotheBroward men's dance was a balance of personality
Center for the Performing Arts on January·· and courage while the women's dance
30 in the Amaturo Theatre.
stressedthegraceandrefinementofwomen. .
The Istanbul Turkish Folklore Co. per- ·
The Karsilama dance is from the
formances _were highlighted by colorful Marmara region in the northwest region of
costumes, mesmerizing Turkish dance ele- _ Turkey.
ments, and traditional Turkish musical inThe performance was a part of the
struments.
overall Turkish Festival Week, January 26Among the dances that thrilled the au- Febraury 1. It is organized and sponsored
dience were: the Halay, which depic-ted an by: Professor Tahsin and Mrs. Suheyla
act of heroism or end-of-harvest celebra- Gencsoy,Mr.andMrs.HalukOkcuglu,and
tion. The Bar had a serious and austere the Sinfonia Virtuosi & Chorus, M.aestro
character due to the mountainous, harsh James Brooks-Buzzese, Artistic Director,
physical featur~ and cold climate of the as well as the Florida Turkish American
region in which it originated.
Women's Association in Fort Lauderdale,
· The men's dance was based on the with assistance from the School Board of
show of bravery. It is also danced on na- Broward County and the Broward Center
tional holidays. The women's dance is for the Performing Arts. ·
News Release

Cabunga Dudes: Quiz Bowl Won
By Ninja Turtles
knowledge of cartoon and TV trivia asto1.mded_ltie audience. The Ninja Turtles_
never failed to amuse as they fought their
In 1991, what person was featured most_ way to victory without even stopping for a
often on the covers of American maga- pepperoni pizza! Dean DeTurk will present
zines? What is the capital of Illinois? What the Dean's Cup to them at the Student Life
color was Mr. Spock's blood? Does a Achievement Awards Banquetin mid-April.
The second place team included Hill1..'
human or a giraffe have more bones in its
neck? What is the name of the Bundy's dog members Jay Kell,RafiKatz,RobinLeshkin,
Sandi D' Azevedo, and Jennifer Bickford.
on "Married ... With Children''?
If you could answer any of these ques- Hillel gave the Turtles a real contest, contions, you would have made a dynamite ceding only in the last few minutes of play.
contestant in our Second Annual Quiz Bowl. The Hillel team will receive a Nova Books
Quiz Bowl i~ likened by some to the gift certificate for their impressive perforgame show "Jeopardy," but contestants' mance.
· A total of 52 contestants participated in
answers are not given in question form.
Sponsored by Nova's Honor Society, the event, an increase of 39% over last year.
Tanya Bower, Vice President of Alpha
Alpha Chi, the Quiz Bowl was held in the
Rosenthal Student Center on February 4th, Chi, did a fine job as moderator, rivafing
5th and 6th. Twelve teams, including two Jeopardy's own Alex Trebeck.
StudentLifewouldliketosay''Thanks"
faculty teams, faced off for the coveted
to all the teams who participated in this
Dean's Cup.
The Ninja Turtles - a faculty team year' sQuiz Bowl, and we hope to see you all
comprised of Mark Cavanaugh, Scott again next year.
Stoddard, Darlene Thurston, Steve Alford
andSteveLevitt-wontheevent. Stoddard's
Lori Savka
Activities Coordinator

~

Continued From Page 1

nighL It just doesn't make sense." All
the sbldents agreed on this point
Someother subjects that concerned the
students were the lack of recreational facilities available, the Intercollegiate budget cut
and the number of men's athletic teams as
compared to the women's athletic teams.
Drina Barber commented on the good
conditions of the donns this year and how
they have changed so dramatically from last
year.
As the luncheon drew to a close, the
i ~ were still flying.,_Dean DeTurk and
Dean Paskus welcomed students to communicate over E-mail.
If you're interested in talking with the
Deans of Nova College, get in touch with ·
Stephanie in Sbldent Life at 452-1400. All
NovaCollegestudentsarewelcometocome
and share their ideas.

MTV & MuchMusic TO Pump Up The Spring
Break Volume
By George Carter

American and Canadian music televis.ion networks will bring their special brand
of entertainment to the world's Premier
Spring Break Destination in America-Daytona Beach,
-1992 marks the 30th Anniversary of
Spring Break in Daytona Beach. This represents the ninth year for Music Television
(MTV) and the second year for MuchMusic
to broadcast from the beach.
MuchMusic kicks off Spring Break '92
with a live broadcast from the Howard

Johnson Hotel on February 22-23 from 2l()pm each day, with performances by three
bands throughout the weekend.
.The theme of the broadcast will be "Yo
Canada! Gimme Another Break!"
MuchMusic VJs Mike & Mike (Mike ·
Campbell & Mike Rhodes), Steve Anthony .
and Natalie Richard are scheduled to host
the festivities.
MT-V's headquarters will be the
Daytona Beach Marriott and Oceanfront
Parle from March 10-17.
Preliminary plans are to tape the
network's popular comedy, rock and rap

shows, in addition to special Spring Break
segments.
The special Spring Break weekend w~ll
air on MTV March 20-22.
A detailed calender of events for the
entire Spring Break period, from February
17-April 19, 1992, as well as accommodation information, is available from Destination Daytona at 1-800-854-1234.
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CLUB
What Is
Hillel?
Hillel is the Jewish Community Center
on the campus. It is a community of undergraduate and graduate students, faculty,
and college-age community people who
come together with varying viewpoints and
approaches to Judaism to share in the celebration, learning, leisure, prayer and fun.
Above all, it is a gathering place for friends,
andameetingplaceforwould-befriends. In
short, Hillel is what you make it ·
B'nai B'rith Hillel is organized by
students for students. Every month an organization meeting is held, where students
planthenextmonth'sactivities. This meeting is open to all students and young people in
the community. Palm Beach area students
meet monthly to plan additional activities
for their area.
The Hillel staff is available to discuss
options for Jewish campus activities and to
help encourage a variety of Jewish expressions. The staff is also available for
schmoozing, teaching, discussing, and
counseling.
For more information contact Tammy
Bady or Jay Kell in the Student Life Office
or call 452-1400.

- The Nova Forum Changes.Its Name
ro Signify Its Change In Direction

Support Your RSA

Singleton Vasquez

By Ricardo Deveaux
RSA President
There will be a very important business
meeting for Resident Student As.sociation
(RSA) members and students wishing to
become members of RSA on March 12,
1992 at 5pm in the Graduate Lounge,
Rosenthal Student Center.
Members are encouraged to bring suggestions and ideas on ways to improve Nova
University in the area of Residential living.
Members are encouraged to bring new
members to all meetings and events.
Please note the important RSA dates
for the Winter Semester:
March 12
March 19
March 26

April 16

Page9

Business Meeting - RSC Spm
Election Meeting - RSC Spm
Installation of 92-93 RSA
oficers & Awards ceremony RSC6pm
Final RSA meeting for 1992
Winter semester

TheNovaForum has changed its name
to signify its change of -direction. The
Forum will be known as the Forensic Society.
This newly formed club crept into action almost overnight. They gathered silently, gaining strength, preparing to hit this
campus with a bang.
The club is more than a club; it represents a union between speech and debate as
wellasateamtocompeteinbothendeavors.
The Forensics Society exists because
manystudentsoncampuswantedittoexist,
and that is what I have been trying to tell
students all along. If you want clubs on
campus that suit your needs, form them!
The Nova Forum is a good example of.jusi
that.
They plan to become a competitive
team next Fall, and all eight members, ineluding the two new members, are very
excited about it. The team is only a few
weeks old, and isn't very well known, but
this will change in weeks to come.
The Forum plans to hold a series of
debate presentations on WNKR, Nova

University's Radio Station, focusing on issues that closely relate to the students and to
the campus. The first presentation that they
plantoholdisonAIDS,coveringsuchareas
as hospital treatment, immigrants, and in- ·
surancecompanies'policies. Thesepresentations will be taped.
/ Dr. Stoddart, the new advisor stated,
"Maybe these tapes could be distributed to
target areas to increase awareness."
When attending a meeting, I noticed a
great deal of caring about the issues they
choose to discuss. They all feel deeply
. about these issues, and it shows that people
out there are willing to use resources to
accomplish their means. Sympathy was felt
when discussing the Haitians, exchanging ·
_articles and unfortunate stories, that got
. everybody emotionally involved.
The meetings are powerful and very
. enlightening, and I encourage all to attend
their meetings, held every Tuesday at 5:30
in the Liberal Arts trailer. They are always
looking for new members, and will welcome them warmly. If you wish to join, or
to know a little bit more about the Foi1lln,
call Dr. Stoddart at 542-1524, or just show
up at theirmeewigs.
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_l .11 ._.._ tl11 ID p.m. Ltadt ! percoapon Exp. 3/31
~
r·· . . • :,

.L .

. .

I

HOURS

I);..&

-.:,;..a , • • ;l•l•I.>.

1 1 :30 - 10:00

Sun - 5:00 - 9:00

I

fflmiirofhl'.t Blml'.t©
gr~

1 ear

T!JEJHfflt

~an.-Thur. ·11 am-10 pm _ 2853 S. University Cr.
Fri. & Sat. 11 am-l:t pm
Davie, FL 33328 ·
Sunday

University Part Ptaza
3414 S. Univ. Drive
475-2244

Tues. - Sat.

Delivering Wfth· Pride - 7 -Days A Week
·FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED S1Nce

U.;

I Present this coup.on or lour I
Nova 1.0. and receive 10ro off...:..J

....I

.

Attention Nova

I

2pm-10pm

Let- Knight- P.rottG't You.

NII Pent11111/ Cha:JrsACl:«pm/
sx s,rv_i1:1 c1111r;,11nCrditDlnJ on1,rs

Prices Subject 7b CbAllllft 'll'llbor,tNotice
Under
Nev Ownership

MEMO
TO: POST GRAD, LAW C UNDER GRAD STUDENTS
RE: THE FINE ART OF MAKING LIFE EASIER

w

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Have tuming in important papers and projects on time become
a race against 1he dock.

GET HELP!!
G.ET: RENT-A-TYPIST
(Highly Trained Executive Secretary with Take-Out Service)
*Custom Designe~ Report Covers
*Stylish Resumes
*Case Studies
*Flow Charts
*Dissertations
*Spreadsheets
Plus much more, just call and ask!
FROM HANDWRITTEN NOTES OR MICROCASSETTE

l'lr<305)436-2017 .

Low Down Payments
Low Monthly Payments
PIP/PD At Once
Commerical & Business
SR 22"s lmme~iately
No one Refused
Any Driver
Any Age
Any Auto - t1otorcycle - Truck
Full Service Auto Tag Agency

CALL TOOAVI AVOID THESE
POSSIBLE PENALTIES
S..fllt,P,,,..•1•...•00

.......~.,_,,_

....-1,,,....,.,

Est.

Davie
474-5522
2641 s. University Drive
Shoppes of Arrowhead
Auto Tag Agency

February 28, 1992
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Ify<il need money for continuing your education, talk to Barnett about the Higher Education Loan Program.
We have a wide range of financing options designed to help you reach your educational goals. See your
Financial Aid Officer at the college of your choice for details or call 1-800-633-7912 for more information.
All Barnett Banks are insured by the FDIC. <01990 Barnett Banks, Inc.

ljfnett
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ARTS

The Smiling Jubilairs:
Gospel ExciteIDent!
Local Band Mixes High· Tuch With Divine Inspiration ·
By Owen Huntley

Beginning their singing careers in the
early fifties, the Smiling Jubilairs will celGospel music has a surprisingly strong ebrate their fortieth year in the gospel singhold on the contemporary young genera- ing business. They have crafted great hits
tion. Of course, this assumption is based on such as, "Shine on Me Lord," "Walk Out In
this music 'spastinfluenceon society's youth. Jesus'Name,"and''GodlsGettingUsReady
The recent rejuvenation of gospel mu- For That Great Day."
sic has much to do with technology. The
But their newest exploit is a release
leaders of the world of gospel sawan oppor- titled "HealingPower." It contains the threads
tunity to reach out to the young generation of what originally made them great.
by giving them the force that drives many
Those traits are the rhythmic beats of a
adolescents and young adults to go see song full of soul. As can be pointed out, their
Hammer in concert: excitement!
songs deal with the interrelationship beGospel music has achieved this feat by tween man and divinity and the trials of man.
using the same instruments moving crowds
The steps taken by this group to remain
to rock for BOYZ II MEN. The artists try to innovative include incorporating a young
inspire listeners to accept God.
man into their fold (to pass the torch of
Synthesizers,advancedmixing systems, know.ledge of the group on to the younger
and sound tracks are just some of the new generation) and incorporating synthesizers.
integrated parts that drive this new wave of
These two changes make "Healing
music.
Power" a guaranteed winnerwithin the world
The established groups and the changes of gospel. So time rolls on and God keeps on
they have made to compete with this new smiling. (Group members: Gene Cross,
wave of composition provide the best ex- Tyrone Prince, Dec. Harold Ross, Dec.
ample of modern gospel music. One such Vornell Montgomery, John D. McDowell, ·
group is a well - known local band, The and Eugene Cross; singers).
Smiling Jubilairs.

let unexpected
situations
catch you
without
Health
Insurance!!!
Student Health Insurance is available to all registered students,
and you may enroll at any time. Premiums can be paid
by semester or annually.
O>verage for dependents is also available.
Brochures are available at the Office of Residential Life
or by contacting Parker & Parker Consultants, Inc.
at 1-800-237-0903.

DON'T GET CAUGHT WITHOUT IT!
. .~

· """"' & """"'Consulunis, Inc

~i.O WHt"'I

~~~

~~~ .~
'l/~ATE'°?..~"i,

$1.19

(Rt&- Price)

OUR IREAICFAST

r--

.

1

$1.19

(Bea. Price)

Two eggs, homefries or grits, bagel or toast
Coffee included with coupon

I

Af',eiltlonNovall

---,

.· FREE

Jus,presen, your I.D.
Mon. - Thurs. 2pm. - 9pm.

·--

IG

II
iDidal

Q~lf
miniature. . T7

SUPERPUIT

Of Plantation

476 ~ 7888 (PUTT)

OPEN 7 DAYS
Former location ~ Lo!'g lsl~nd Deli
MONDAY • SAT 7 ,.0 3
2451 s. Unnren1ty Dnve
.
•
•·
In the Shop~ of Arrowhead
SUNDAY • 8 TO 2
(Justs.of Nova Dr.)
452-6966
·
Davie, Florida

Located on University Drive just North of
SR 84/1 - 595 in the Transflorida Bank Plaza
Monday - Thursday : 2:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Friday: 12 - 12:00 pm
Saturday: 10:00 am - Midnight
Sunday: 10:00 am - .~1:00 pm
36 challenging holes surrounded by Lakes,
Waterfalls, Fountains and 173 Trees.
* Group Rates Available *

-
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••TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES •BACIC'. TO THE FUTURE
'. I
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*ST AR TOURS
·
- __ *HANNA BARBERA
•1NDIANA "ONES STUNT SHOW -*KONG-FRONT ATION
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•EARTHQUAKE _

1
I SIGN-UP
.
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Golfing Knights Ready For An
Outstanding Season

Women's Tennis Loses Its
TheGolfingKnightsarecomingoffanoutstandingfallseason,inwhichtheyrecorded - First Match Of The Season
their first ever tournament victory at Jacaranda Country Club.

Nova Athletic News Service

With their first tournament victory under their belt the Golfing Knights are entering the
upcoming spring season with expectations. In the off~season, Nova signed two new players
who have potential to carry the Knights to the next level of play.
The first player is Chad Crane, a transfer student from Purdue University, and the
second is Dan Keogh, an incoming freshman from Toronto.
"These two players have the potential to help our team reach the nationals, if they can
mature rapidly in a short amount of time." said Head Coach Dennis Dannacher.
The team will once again rely on the skills of David Schuster, who posted a fall average .
of 74.72. David also tied for first in the Nova Invitational.
"David is easily one of the best 25-F college golfers in the entire state, and I would not
be surprised if Dave pulls down a couple of victories this spring," said Dannacher.
If the Knights want to.win they know they have a lot of hard work in front of them.
The returning starters must improve their level of play. and the new players must fill some
high expectations.
.Another factor that could help the Knights is that the University of North Florida is the
defending NAIA National Champions. This high level of play will help improve the rough
Knights and help them gain some valuable tournament experience.· Another advantage of
having the Ospreys in our conference is that they automatically receive a bid to the nationals
because they are defending champions. This means that if the Knights even come in second
in the conference, and have a ranking in the top 20 (they are currently ranked 23 out of230),
thev willfeceive
a bid to the National Tournament.
.... ·
As Head Coach Dennis Dannacher put it, "Everything is set up for the Knights to
receive their first bid to the nationals, it depends on how badly the players want to win."

.

Men's Basketball Closing in on
.500 Mark (8-10)

Nov a Athletic News Service

The Lady Knights were rruned out in their first attempt to play Florida Atlantic
University on Monday, January 27. The match was then held on February 3. The Knights
lost 9-0.
Nova lost its first match of the season, playing St. Thomas. Nova failed to win an
individual or doubles contest.
Playing #1 for the Lady Knights will be sophomore Aka Ali from Trinidad. She was
ranked #3 in her country. She was the team's MVP last Spring. She is also captain of the
team this year.
Sophomore Jennifer Baldwin just finished her cross-country season, leaving her in
good physical condition. She is a left-handed hitter, currently playing# 1 doubles with Ali.
Senior Sherry Carmeli brings experience to the squad. She is the team's #3 player and
is playing #2 doubles. She's an experienced athlete, having played volleyball for Nova in
the past. She also holds a blackbelt in karate .
Junior Stacey Dinear will play #2 doubles Carmeli. She's a player who consistently
makes returns. She came to Nova from Barry University in the Fall.
Laura Wilhem is a new addition to the team this Spring. She will play #3 doubles.
Senior Shelly Goldman is a power player from Boca Raton. She has great ability but
needs to show more consistency on the court.
"The team has been practicing hard for the past month," ·said Head Coach Donna
Caputo, in her first season with Nova. "We have a lot of young players and athletes who
are new to the game of tennis. They have great enthusiasm and the desire to improve."
"To win more matches we'll have to bring in a couple of new players next season. For
now, we'll try to be competitive."

Nova Athletic News Service

The basketball team has already won more games than they did one season ago, when
the team struggled to a 7-21 record. With nine games to go, the Knights could do something
that has never been done, have a winning season.
In nine seasons of competition, Nova has never had a winning ltlsketball record. The
closest the team has ever come toa winning record goes all the way back to the '83-84 season
when they finished at 11-12.
"We are going to take these games one at a time," said head Coach Jim Michaels. "It's
important that we concentrate on each opponent without looking ahead."
_Nova has a record of 3-2 in the Florida Sun Conference and 4-3 in the District 25-F.
"I like our chances every time we take to the court," said Michaels. "We continue to
improve and have a strong desire to win."

"
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- Men's Baseball Results 1992
Away ·
Home

Opponent

2-01-92

A

FL Inst. Of Tech.

L

2-4.

Vince Kelly

0-1

2-04-92

H

Fl Memorial

w

6-2

Frank Thompson

1-1

2-08-92

A

· Lynn University

L

3-4

(IO)David Knierim

1-2

2-11-92

A

Northwood
Institute

w

15-1

(7)Raybel Lopez

2-2

2-14-92

H

Warner Southern

w

13-7

Todd Mathis

3-2

2-15-92

H

Embry-Riddle

w

21-2

(5)Vince Kelly

4-2

n5.92

H

Embry-Riddle

w

10-4

(?)David Knierim

5-2

2-16-92

H

Bary University

w

5-1

. Raybel Lopez

6-2

Date

W-L

Score

Pitcher

Record

WNKR 101. lCAFM
PRESENTS
ALCOHOL

THE TOP SOCIAL PROBLEM AT MOST SCHOOLS

lnvestigoted through 12 In-Depth
Rudio Documentories
Airing on WNKR Morch 9th-24th
Weekdoys ut 2pm ond 6pm

WNKR can also
be heard on
I ones I ntercable
Cb«nnel 50
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YOU BUY ~IGHT FROM lHE SOURCE!

whole, you don't have
any weak links."
Doug Kilarski
Computer Monthly
August '91

80386-SX-25
1 MB RAM . 52 MB hard disk

INCLUDES
SOFTWARE
BUNDLE

$995!

FCC class 8

80486-50
1 MB RAM . 64 KB cashe.

52 MB hard disk. FCC class 8

$1Jl:fll: f
~t,J;:Jt,J.

EISA $.Ann,:: f
f~{Bf;tX-2D$llf0111:! , , 80486-33
8 MB RAM . 64 KB cache,

i~~:,a~~ri

disk

f'U~i/i11J .

320 MB hard disk ESOI,
..,;:J;:Jt,J.
32 bit EISA controller & 1 MB 1024 VGA,
.28 dot pitch. FCC class 8

Hardware included:

'1-

i4M~':'he
52 MB hard disk
FCC class 8

i·"'· i·gl fsl :,,.,.··
: ,·
i ; · J ·-,~ } --·
,,J, =J .,,.i ,.•,/ 41'

~

fii1
: Chic® 3-Button Mouse :

1.2 or 1.44 MB floppy drive• 1 MB RAM 52
MB hard drive • 101 key tactile keyboard •
Tilt/Swivel moriochronie monitor•
Monochrome graphics adapter 200 watt UL
power supply, 486 with 230 watt • 2 parallel,
2 serial & 1 game~ 5 drive compact case, 486
in fl.ill tower• Dual disk controller or adapter•
On-board clock/calendar •1 year repair/
replace warranty

_$Jl~-/~ !ll~J,
'g-///)il)\

J4M:B=e
52 MB hard disk
;2
FCC class 8
, j .. " ,/ . w .. !f .,..,'i fli

t

.- ------------------... ·.
..,,,,,.

I.·
I.
I

"\>' 'V

Software included:
Pre-installed Creative Super Software Bundle,
Digital Research DOS 6.0 • Microsoft
Windows 3.0 • Mouse• Spinnaker PFS:
WindowWorks 1.0 or First Choice 3.1 •
Symantec Norton Utilities 6.0 • AMI AmiDiag
3.15 • AMI Software Emulated Expanded
Memory 1.0 • AMI Cache 1.0 • ViruCide • It's
Legal 2.0 • MoneyCounts 6.5

I

~I

,,,..

I

: 6 Ft. Printer Cable :

:z·~ s9s5

·~ s14s

--------------------·

I

--------------------·

Ram/Math Cop,oces901'S
256 KB RAM any type ................................................... 14.96
1 MB RAM any type ......................................................49.96
387-SX-25 Mhz math coprocessor ..............................159.00
387-0X-33 "1z math coprocessoL ........................... 189.00
• CableslConnector.ilSwlcltes
A-8 switch box .........................•...•...............................i0.96
A-B-C swlch box .........................................................16.96
Aa-Bb crossover box ..............................................•....21.96
3' printer cable ...............................................................4.96
o printer cable ................................................................3.96
10' prirter cable ...................................................... :.......5.96
25' prirter cable ............................................................ 10.96
10' keyboard eldensioo ..........................: •.......,...............3.96
10' mono video eldension ...............................................4.96
Gender changer ................••............................................2.96

Microlabs VGA Sol 1024 256K ................................. 119.00
Microlabs Utt Sol 1024 1MB .................................. ..... 189.00
Heiio 2MB 1280 x 1024 ISA ........... .............................695.00
Helio 2MB 1280 x 1024 EISA ....................................•:795.00
Monographics w/parallel ............................................... 13.95
Amber 12" monochrcme .................. :............................ 79.95
Xlron 14" MonoVGA 256 gray .................................... .139.00
CTX 14' .28 1024 interlaced .................................... .....329.00
Xerox 19' Mono Panascan ....... ................................... 399.00
ldek 5115 15' 1024 non-int ....................... .................. 895.00
ldek5217 1r 1024 non-int ................... .................... 1195.00
ldek 5221 21' 1024 non~nt .......................................2195.00
ldek 5421 21' 1280 non-int ....................................... 2795.00
Aoppy Drives/Hard Drives
Teac 1.2MB 5 1/4' floppy ..........................................65.95
Teac 1.44MB 31/2"floppy ............................................ 64.95
SeagaeST-1144A 125 MB IDE ................................. .409.00
OuartllTI 52 MB IDE ......... .............................. .... ........ 199.00
Ouarilln 105 MB IDE .................................................339.00
QuartllTI 210 MB IDE ............................... .................. 649.00
Hewlett-Packard 320 MB ESDI ......... ........... ............. 1349.00
Hewlett-Packard 670 MB ESDI ................................. 1795.00
Hewlett-Packard 1GB SCSI ....................................... 2395.00
Drive Controllers/Ports ·
IDE 2 hard/2 lloppy ........... ............. .... ... ........................14 .95
IDE 212 w/par/2 serial/game ..... ...... :.......... ............. .......26.95
Multi l/0 par/2 seriaVgame ............................................14.95
UltraStor 2h/2f 32k cache ESDl. ..................................159.00
UhraStor 2h/2f 1 MB cache ESDI ................................389.00
UhraStor 2MB cache EISA ESDI ......................~ ........ .649.00
Fltll"e Domain 2h/2f SCSI ........... ........... :..... .................89.95
CHes/P-er supplies
5 drive/200wat UL ..................... ................. ................. 95.95
8 drive Tower/230 watt UL .......................................... 189.95
Super tower on wheels/375 watt UL. ...........................599.95
Motherboards
80286-12Mhz0 KB .... ................................................... 79.95
80286-20 Mhz O KB ...........................·'. ..........................2\l.95
80386-SX-25 Mhz OKB ...............................................239.00

,
I

reg.$15.95
:
Limit one per customer. 1
1
With any purchase $25 or more.
Only with this coupon. Offer expires 3/31/92. 1

:~
I

:

Limit one per customer. 1
No other purchase necessary.
•
Only with this coupon . Offer expires 3/31/92. 1

COMPLETE PERIPHERALS AT SUPER·LOW PRICES

,_

5 bltton l)(Mer certer ................................................... 17.96

6 oudet surge w,tnodern 1 ns ....................................... 21.96
SOLA 450 VA UPS ..•....•....................•.........................296.00

llh!Jle1il: ....

Bulk pack 360K 5 1/4" lklppies .......................................0.39
Brown Disc 1.2MB lifeline war ......................................0. 79
Br<Mfl Disc 1.44MB lifeline warr ..................•.....•.......•...1.39
3M ClC20(X) data cartridge ........................................... 16.96
311 OC2120 data cartridge .......................................... 22.96
ICayl,NnWllim
Mtek 101 smal footprint ................................................34.96
FufdSu 4700 101 .........•...•••............•...••....•.....................53.96

~?;':':/21~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Vllillex keyboard slcin ........... - ....................................... 17.96
Carpal-Eze keyboard rest ••......•••...•.............................. 18.96
Clic 3 button MS,MSC; canpat.....................................15.96
Mircro.5peed PC-TRAC trackbal ..................................72.96
MicroSpeed M"icroTrack ......•.••............................•.........58.96
llonilors/Adaplets
TVGA 256K 1024 x 768 ...................•.........•...................49.96
TVGA 1MB 1024 x 768 .....•.....................•......................89.96

80386-DX-33 64K cache OKB w/CPU .............. ..........349.00
80486-33 64K cache OKB w/CPU ..............................819.00
80486-33 EISA 64K cache OKB w/CPU ........... ........ 1695.00
Furniture
Printer stand ................. ..........:... ...... .... .......... .............. .79.96
Double Decker stand ...... ....... ..................................... 179.00
Workstation ....................................... ........................... 179.00
Laser/Dot Matrix stand ........ ....................: ............. ...... 149.00
High Volt.me stand ............................................ ..........229.00
Notebook Accessories
Pocket modem ......... ................................................... 109.00
Sa,nsontte case for NB and printer ...............................99.96
Modems/Fax
2400 baud internal ......... :..............................................49.95
9600 S/R Fax/2400 modem ................. ,............. .... ........99.96
9600 S/R Fax/9600 modem Internal. ........... ...... ..........399.00
Printers/Consumables
Pan KX-P4420 8ppm laser ........ ................................. .729.00
Pan KX-P4450i 11ppm laser ..... ................................1199.00
Pan KX-P4455i 11ppm Postrcript... ........................... 1899.00
Pan KX-P1180 9 pin narrow ........................................ 159.00
Pan KX-P1124i 24 pin narrow ... ....... ...........................289.00
Pan KX-P1654 24 pin wide 300 cps ............................599.00
Pan KX-PDM1 4450/55 drum ........ .............................. 129.00
Pan KJ<:-PDP1 4450/55 developer .................................86.96
Pan KX-P450 4450/55 toner ..........................................32.96
HP IIP/IIIP toner cartridge ........................................ .....73.96
HP 11/111/110/1110 toner cart .......... ....................................89.96
Tape Backup
Mountain 40/120 MB internal ......................................249.00
Mountain 80/240 MB internal ......................................439.00
Mountain 40/120 MB internal ............................ ..........389.00
Miscellaneous
Monitor arm ................................ ...................................59.96
Thunderboard ............................................................. 119.00
16 bit Ethernet adapter ....... ............. ...........................109.00
Software
MS-DOS 5.0 ........................ ....... ...................................49.95
DR-DOS 6.0 (with system only) ........ .............................37.96

~~~ fj GE Computer Service

8190 West State Road 84 • Davie, FL 33324
2520 Broadway N.E. • Minneapolis, MN 55413
800 626-6926
Mon-Fri 9 to 9 • Sat 9 to 6 • Sun 12 to 6
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New Print Shop .... ..........................................................40.95
Bannermania ................................................................. 24.95
Harvard Graphics 3.0 ..................................................399.00
Pagemaker 4.0 ............................................................499.00
Corel Draw 2.1 ............................................................399.00
Facerilt for Wordperfect ...................................... ." ..........63.95
PC Works 2.0.................................................................98.95
Calendar Creator Plus 4.0 .............................................54.95
Form Tool Gold 3.0 .........................................................59.95
ACT 2 1 ....................................................................... 229.00
Labels Unlinned 3.0 .....................................................59.95
MS-IXlS 5.0 Upgrade ...................................................64.95
Lotus 1-2-3 3.1 ............................................................429.00
QEMM 386 6.0 ..............................................................62.95
Grammali< N 2.0 ...........................................................62.95
Lan1asic adapter independert ......................................62.95
MoneyCounts 6.5 ....................................................:..... 29.95
ViruCide ............................. ............................................39.95
Its Legal 2.0 ....................... ............................................39.95
Diet Analyst ............................................... ....................44.95
Resident Expert for DOS ...............................................39.95
Tax Edge (Federal only) .......................................... ......39.95

Optional

452:-801111;
•

Norton Utilnies 6.01 (wnh system) ............. ....................23.95
PFS: WindowWorks (w/system only) ............................ 23.95
Quicken 5.0 ......... .........:........ ...... .......................:·.... :.... .49.95
DACEasy Accounting4.2 ..............................................94.95
Q & A 4.0 ....................................................... ..............259'00
Paradox 3.5 .............•........................................a ...•..•. .499.00
BattleChess for VGA .....................................................34.95
Wing Commander II ......................................................49.95
Monopoly/Scrabble Bundle ...........................................34.95
A-1 0 Tank Killer ... ..........................................................39.95
Links: Challenge ofGoH ................................................39.95
Flight Sinulator 4.0........................................................39.95
Castles ........................: .................................................39.95
Tetris 23.95
Sirncny ...........................................................................33.95

· ··:·._.

:~:~~

Dealer inquires welcome
. All major credit cards accepted • Leasing available

All product and company names and trademarks are the exclusive property of their respective owners • All prices and configurations subject to change without notice
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WE'LL MAKE SURE

You

MAKE

IT.

10 STUDENTS PER CLASS
40 HOURS - OF LIVE .INSTRUCTION
LIVE

TUTORIAL AV A IL A·B LE AT NO EXTRA CH AR GE
NATIONAL 800 TELEPHONE HELPLINE .
6 DIAGNO..STIC/·PRACTICE EXAMS
CONSTANTLY UP D,A TED CO U RS ES AN D MA 't" ER. I AL S

I
EDUCATIONAL GROUP
PLANTATION, · FL• 370-9300
801 S.

UNIVERSITY

~

